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++Black Market Trading Ring Exposed++ 

It has been reported that the local gang 

known as the Spring City Scrappers has been 

involved in a black market trading ring, 

smuggling illegal food supplies into New-

Guilders from down-hive.  

 

These low-grade, low quality food supplies 

had been stashed in various locations in the 

ruins of Old-Guilders, and although Enforcer 

teams from Precinct 19 have now uncovered 

and removed the stashes, it appears that 

these food supplies were also the cause of the 

worm-like creatures recently plaguing the 

dome.  

 

With the food supply stashes removed, the 

lack of reliable food source seems to have 

resulted in a reduction in numbers of the 

creatures, perhaps lowering their prolific 

breeding rates.  

 

++PDF Deployed in Large Raid++ 

With local gang The Spring City Scrappers 

being exposed by a Precinct 19 undercover 

operative as the gang responsible for the 

black market food supply, a raid on their 

primary settlement was authorised last week. 

Details have been obtained by this paper from 

eye witnesses of the  

 

events, revealing that several other local 

gangs decided to weigh in. The Spring City 

Scrappers were somehow alerted to the fact 

they were about to be raided, and had 

organised transports to remove their most 

valued possessions to another dome, outside 

of Precinct 19 s jurisdiction. However, the 

undercover operative managed to reschedule 

the raid in order to catch them red handed. 

Two other gangs were also alerted to the 

transports, (but seemingly not the PDF s raid) 

and decided to launch their own attack on the 

Spring city Scrappers settlement in an attempt 

to obtain the goods for themselves.  

++Rad Waste Creepers Outlawed++ 

A warrant for arrest had been issued by 

Precinct 19 for the arrest of the following 

members of the Rad Waste Creepers  gang: 

 Gangreen 

 Marshal Law 

 Fuc Knuckle 

 Lobo 

 Shit Bisquit 

 Crack Whore 

 Bullet Magnet 

 Sneaky Shit 

 Disposable 1 

 Disposable 2 

 Knob Goblin 

A reward will be issued by Precinct 19 for any 

of the above  

 

mentioned gang members, dead or alive, or 

information leading to their arrests.  

++Bitches-B-Crayzee Outlawed++ 

A warrant for arrest had been issued by 

Precinct 19 for the arrest of the following 

members of the Bitches-B-Crayzee  gang: 

 Roxanne 

 Julie 

 Suzy Jean 
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 Betty Bo 

 Jolene 

 Candy 

 Rosie 

 SugarPie 

 Fleur 

 Jet Pack 

A reward will be issued by Precinct 19 for any 

of the above-mentioned gang members, dead 

or alive, or information leading to their 

arrests.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

++Guilders-Ghoul Strikes Again++ 

Further victims of the Guilders Ghoul  have 

been discovered in New-Guilders. The five 

victims were all known associates of the 

above mentioned recently outlawed gangs, 

and in all cases their throats were cut from 

ear to ear, and their heads beaten with a rock. 

Despite extensive investigation, no trace of 

the murderer has yet been discovered. 

 

++Reward++ 

200 Credit reward offered for the identity of 

the prolific Guilders-Ford bill poster. 

- - - - -- - - - -  -- - 

++Missing Persons++ 

The following citizens are still listed as missing 

at Precinct 19 this month: 

- Scratch 

- Rattle Rick 

- Scotty Strachan 

- Merry 

- Shape 

Rewards offered for information. 

- - -- -- - - - - -- - - -  

++Ratskin Guide Discount++ 

Veteran Ratskin Guide Guilders-Guy  offers 

his services at a reduced rate to gangs 

exploring territory in New-Guilders. Only 5 

credits per expedition. 

Guilders-Guy  is notably remembered for his 

discovery of Archeotech Dome 67b, but more 

notably remembered for the celebratory 

Wildsnake drinking binge that led to the 

explosion that caused the collapse of Dome 

67b. 

If you need a Guilders Guide, I’m your 

Guilders-Guy!   

 

 

+Available for Rent++ 

 Recently vacated settlement situated in 

Sector 12. Well situated for business and 

expansion, excellent storage, and access to 

local amenities. Minor damage following 

recent firefight in the vicinity. Rental rates 

negotiable.  

The premises may be viewed on application, 

rent and particulars by further application to 

Administratum Department, Guilders-Ford, 

Precinct 19. 

- - - -  - - - - -  - 

++Advertising Offer++ 

An advert may be placed in this publication 

for a low cost of 5 credits. Please contact the 

editor for further details.  
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++Plague in New-Guilders++ 

We have received concerning reports from 

local medical facilities of increasing numbers 

of civilians dying from a mysterious illness 

passing through the emergency shelter areas.  

Victims report bouts of fever, headache, chills, 

weakness, and swollen, glands. If left 

untreated, within six days of infection these 

symptoms to weakness, seizures and death.  

Upon recommendation by the Officio Medica, 

all corpses are being burned as a 

precautionary measure.  

++PDF Recruitment Drive++ 

The local PDF are calling for recruits, as due to 

a recent administrative error it appears that 

the current number of PDF troopers available 

for active duties is lower than expected. Local 

PDF troopers Gans Huber gives us the 

following statement:  

It’s a good choice of career, the PDF. Three 

meals a day, and almost zero chance of being 

needlessly & unexpectedly deployed into the 

middle of a deadly street fight for no 

discernible reason. Yep – best decision I ever 

made, signing up.  

Report to your local PDF recruitment depot 

for more information & application. 


